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Abstract:
In cloud computing applications, users data and applications are hosted by cloud providers. With internet and cloud availability increasing numbers of people are storing their content on cloud. With cloud availability many of the medical services are also getting hosted on cloud. In this paper we design a secure medical image classification service on top of Microsoft Azure cloud. The Medical classification is implemented as a generic service, so that by changing the training images, features and classifier used it can be made to work for any kind of medical image classification. The Medical image service is available as a network service, so that users anywhere can invoke this service and classify his medical image in a secure manner.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing for medical image-based research has attained significant attention in the recent years. While the number of medical image-based studies have grown at a steady rate of 3%-5% per year, data-storage requirements have significantly grown at 10%-25% per year. The advent of major commercial cloud-service providers between 2006 and 2008 such as Amazon web service (AWS), Google App Engine (GAE) and Microsoft Azure has led to the development of platforms, software and infrastructure that promote collaborative research among multiple investigators at different institutions, with the advantage of minimal overhead for maintaining the storage and computation systems. This is particularly useful for medical image-based studies using computed tomography (CT) or fundus images; that have been impacted by long wait times for storage and transfer across workstations. Thus, there is an impending need for raw medical image data management, image processing and image based evaluation systems that have cloud-based high-volume data storage, computation and sharable capabilities. Medical image-based research requires heavy computational workload associated with image analysis and collaborative device independent platforms to incorporate expert opinions from multiple institutions. The service hosted on cloud must be generic so that it can be invoked for any kind of images. To make it generic, the service should be customizable for type of features to be extracted and the type of classifier. Also medical images are private information of patient and it should be handled in a secure manner, so that image does not reaches the hand of attackers, to achieve this security secure transmission of images is needed. In this paper we design such a secure generic medical image classification service on Microsoft Azure cloud.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we survey the current solutions for generic medical image classification systems.

In paper [1] ,author focuses on creating a novel Generalized Flow within the cloud-based computing platform: Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio (MAMLS) that accepts multi-class and binary classification data sets alike and processes them to maximize the overall classification accuracy. First, each data set is split into training and testing data sets, respectively. Then, linear and nonlinear classification model parameters are estimated using the training data set. Data dimensionality reduction is then performed to maximize classification accuracy. For multi-class data sets, data-centric information is used to further improve overall classification accuracy by reducing the multi-class classification to a series of hierarchical binary classification tasks. Finally, the performance of optimized classification model thus achieved is evaluated and scored on the testing data set. The classification characteristics of the proposed flow are comparatively evaluated on 3 public data sets and a local data set with respect to existing state-of-the-art methods. On the 3 public data sets, the proposed flow achieves 78-97.5% classification accuracy. Also, the local data set, created using the information regarding presence of Diabetic Retinopathy lesions in fundus images, results in 85.3-95.7% average classification accuracy, which is higher than the existing methods. In paper [2] authors apply a Bag-of-Features approach to malignant melanoma detection based on epiluminescence microscopy imaging. Each skin lesion is represented by a histogram of codeword’s or clusters identified from a training data set. Classification results using Naive Bayes classification and Support Vector Machines are reported. The best performance obtained is 82.21% on a dataset of 100 skin lesion images. Furthermore, since in melanoma screening false negative errors have a much higher impact and associated cost than false positive ones, authors used the Neyman-Pearson score in their model selection scheme. In the paper [3], author reviews various methods applied to handwritten character recognition and compares them on a standard handwritten digit recognition task. Convolutional neural networks, which are specifically designed to deal with the variability of 2D shapes, are shown to outperform all other techniques. Real-life document recognition systems are composed of multiple modules including field extraction, segmentation recognition, and language modeling. A new learning paradigm, called graph transformer networks (GTN), allows such multimodal systems to be trained globally using gradient-based methods so as to minimize an overall performance measure. Two systems for online handwriting recognition are described. In paper [4] authors developed a cloud data analytics service based on
Daytona, which is an iterative MapReduce runtime optimized for data analytics. In our model, Excel and other existing client applications provide the data entry and user interaction surfaces. Daytona provides a scalable runtime on the cloud for data analytics, and our service seamlessly bridges the gap between the client and cloud. Any analyst can use our data analytics service to discover and import data from the cloud, invoke cloud scale data analytics algorithms to extract information from large datasets, invoke data visualization, and then store the data back to the cloud all through a spreadsheet or other client application they are already familiar with. In paper [5] author proposed MLI. MLI is an Application Programming Interface designed to address the challenges of building Machine Learning algorithms in a distributed setting based on data-centric computing. Its primary goal is to simplify the development of high-performance, scalable, distributed algorithms. Our initial results show that, relative to existing systems, this interface can be used to build distributed implementations of a wide variety of common Machine Learning algorithms with minimal complexity and highly competitive performance and scalability. In the paper [6] author presents a computer-aided screening system (DREAM) that analyzes fundus images with varying illumination and fields of view, and generates a severity grade for diabetic retinopathy (DR) using machine learning. Classifiers such as the Gaussian Mixture model (GMM), k-nearest neighbor (kNN), support vector machine (SVM), and AdaBoost are analyzed for classifying retinopathy lesions from nonlesions. GMM and kNN classifiers are found to be the best classifiers for bright and red lesion classification, respectively. A main contribution of this paper is the reduction in the number of features used for lesion classification by feature ranking using Adaboost where 30 top features are selected out of 78. A novel two-step hierarchical classification approach is proposed where the nonlesions or false positives are rejected in the first step. In the second step, the bright lesions are classified as hard exudates and cotton wool spots, and the red lesions are classified as hemorrhages and micro-anecurysms. This lesion classification problem deals with unbalanced datasets and SVM or combination classifiers derived from SVM using the Dempster–Shafer theory are found to incur more classification error than the GMM and kNN classifiers due to the data imbalance. The DR severity grading system is tested on 1200 images from the publicly available MESSIDOR dataset. The DREAM system achieves 100% sensitivity, 53.16% specificity, and 0.904 AUC, compared to the best reported 96% sensitivity, 51% specificity, and 0.875 AUC, for classifying images as with or without DR. The feature reduction further reduces the average computation time for DR severity per image from 59.54 to 3.46 s. In [7] authors presents a novel three-stage blood vessel segmentation algorithm using fundus photographs. In the first stage, the green plane of a fundus image is preprocessed to extract a binary image after high-pass filtering, and another binary image from the morphologically reconstructed enhanced image for the vessel regions. Next, the regions common to both the binary images are extracted as the major vessels. In the second stage, all remaining pixels in the two binary images are classified using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) classifier using a set of eight features that are extracted based on pixel neighborhood and first and second-order gradient images. In the third post processing stage, the major portions of the blood vessels are combined with the classified vessel pixels. The proposed algorithm is less dependent on training data, requires less segmentation time and achieves consistent vessel segmentation accuracy on normal images as well as images with pathology

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The architecture of the proposed solution

The System works in client server model and has two parts. Medical Classification Server: This system is hosted on cloud. The administrator of this server will load training images, select the features to extract from the image, select the classifier to train and then train the service. Once the service is trained it is available for remote invocation from clients. It waits for user invocation. When user sends encrypted images, the image is decrypted using AES and features are extracted from image. The classification model is invoked with extracted features to get the result of classification. The result is then packed and sent to Medical Client user. Medical Client User: Client can be distributed anywhere on internet. When the user uploads the image to classify, the image is encrypted using AES algorithm and sent to Medical Classification Server via a TCP port. It then waits for result from server and once result arrives, the result is displayed to the user.

IV. RESULTS

The proposed solution was implemented in real cloud in Microsoft Azure. Following are features implemented in medical image classification server

1. **HOG**
2. **HOG Mean**
3. **HOG Variance**
4. **GLCM Energy**
5. **GLCM Contrast**
6. **GLCM Homogeneity**
7. **GLCM Correlation**

Medical image classification service implements two classifiers SVM and KNN. Service has to created on the Medical image classifications server portal and hosted.
V. CONCLUSION

The proposed medical image classification service is tested for various medical images and it found to be accurate in classification. In future we will add additional features and classifier to the system, so that the capability of system increases. Right now medical images are sent without compression, so there is a wastage in bandwidth consumption, in future we plan to reduce it by using compression schemes.
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